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Suncity School provides a challenging and supportive environment for the best possible 
programme of academic and personal development. The school is committed to building the 
child's confidence and self-esteem and offers a strong developmental programme where 
integrated studies and hands on participation inspire a love of learning and accomplishment. 
The school also encourages self-discipline, creativity, independence of thought and tenacity of 
purpose with the understanding that both success and failure are necessary for learning. Suncity 
School intends to develop social awareness by honouring all religions and promoting 
commitment to the community and nation as a preparation to taking their rightful place in  the 
world. 

 QCFI  aims at imparting training, knowledge and practice of quality concepts and philosophy 
with special attention to Quality Circles in the organizations to enable people of our nation to 
face challenges and achieve success in this fierce, competitive world. It also disseminates, 
shares and keeps the participants abreast of the knowledge of quality concepts. Its purpose is to 
create Total Quality People.
Imperative to initiate several interventions in the realm of TQM and to have an institutional 
arrangement, to penetrate quality education, to impart the Total Quality Management in 
education, it is important and urgent to impart and to create an environment for continuous 
improvement and change, which is the need of the hour. The initiative for creation of an 
institutional delivery mechanism, namely, TQM in Education has been taken up by the 
educational institutions at an initial stage of education in order to generate a Total Quality 
Person (Total Quality Manager) because educational scenario at the tertiary level is undergoing 
a change all over the world in terms of curriculum, content, methodology, delivery, evaluation 
systems and the imparting of skills.
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Philosophy

RELEVANT INFORMATION

VENUE: Suncity School, Sector 54, Gurugram

DATES: Friday 23rd November,2018 - 0900 Hrs To 2100 Hrs

Saturday, 24th November 2018 - 0900 Hrs. To 2100 Hrs.

ARRIVAL: Thursday,22nd November, 2018

DEPARTURE: Sunday,25th November,2018    



Message From the Vice Chairman, Mr. Ankit Goel

Where quality is never on the sidelines

Dear Educator, 

All of us are faced by three challenges: 
Each day, in every school, in every class, the part each lesson plays is: 
Leadership is nothing if the children cannot decide to be great which is the 
yardstick. 
The code of intelligence in achieving the above is: When the yardstick is quality, 
thinking becomes international. 
We do not ask or debate what more we can change but rather do the yardsticks change every year! 
I am convinced that if we take the above as consideration in the education and over-all development 
of our students, their lives will leap phenomenally over the gaps. 
Let our nation’s teams meet and find out if we are keeping quality moving. 
It gives me immense pleasure to invite you to the Sixth National Convention on Students' Quality 
Control Circles (NCSQCC) from 23rd to 24th of November 2018 at Suncity School, Gurugram, 
Hrayana, India. 
There is no satisfaction greater than being a life-changer. 

Yours sincerely,

Ankit Goel,
Vice Chairman

Suncity School
Gurugram,  India. 
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   I am indeed elated to know that Suncity School is organizing the 6th National 
Convention of the Students Quality Circle, from 22rd November to 24th 
November, 2018.
The need for quality has been the outcome of three distinctive phenomena: 
technological development, globalisation of business and diversification of social 
values. This in turn demands product quality, process quality and human quality.
When we aspire for attending these attributes, it naturally calls for the Total Quality 
Person ( TQM) for Total Quality Management of which Quality Circle is an 
integral part. It is only possible if we “Catch them Young” meaning school students 
in their impressionable age by using the format of Quality Circle under the win-win ambience. This is 
what I learnt in Japan in 1992 while studying the philosophy of Kaizen. It later paved the way of 
launching students’ quality circles in academics with the pilot project “Jai Jagat”at the school level in 
my City Montessori School in 1993 for the first time in the world.
The unique superior group dynamics of quality circle enriches our students with the virtues of justice, 
equality, compassion, brotherhood, sacrifice and unity of hearts besides problem solving, 
communication and team working skills. They thus became both 'Good' and 'Smart'. They can then 
deliver the goods as stated or as implied by the society, nation and world at large when they grow up as 
professionals.
I feel happy that Students' Quality Circles have spread around the globe. I also acknowledge the creative 
role of the eminent members of the WCTQEE in spreading this philosophy religiously in the world.
I wish the Sixth National Convention of Students’ Quality Circles a grand success and I congratulate the 
organisers who are doing great service to mankind by hosting such a life changing event that promotes 
'Human Quality' and 'Global Unity' laced with the sacred thread of excellence and commitment. 

Dr Jagdish Gandhi
Founder Manager,
CMS, Lucknow, India
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Message from President of WCTQEE, 
Dr Jagdish Gandhi



I am happy to know that Suncity School is hosting National Convention 
on Students’ Quality Circles. The participating students are fortunate to 
get introductions of an excellent philosophy of Quality Circle at a very 
young age which will help them become a competent and better human 
being in future. Quality Circle will help students to build a habit of 
managing everything with facts and figures. Students will get a practice of 
working in a team which will make them a good team player and later on 
good team leaders. I appeal all the students to continue with QC 
philosophy through all your life and also ask all your other friends to join this movement.
Convention is a good opportunity to learn from others and so learn a lot, Make new friends 
and enjoy this convention.
I wish a great success to this convention and thanks Suncity School Management and 
organisers for conducting this National Convention on Students’ Quality Circle. I also thank 
QCFI Delhi Chapter for supporting this National Convention.

Satish Kalokhe 
President 
Quality Circle Forum of India
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Message from President of QCFI



Dear  Friends,

On behalf of Quality Circle Forum of India – Delhi Chapter, I take this 
opportunity to invite you to attend the National Convention on Student Quality 
Control Circle.
 The theme of this convention is “Creating Value to the Society”. You will 
experience in this convention how every participating teams creates value 
through its improvement projects and their hidden skill. We are glad to have 
your team to participate in activities like: quality circle, quiz, poster, poem, 
slogan, debate etc. We are glad to host this convention jointly to promote the concepts of Quality 
Management in our education systems which should finally lead quality as a way of life.
It will also strengthen the capability of problem solving ability. Your team participation in the 
convention along with your team would enable us to strengthen learning platform being built 
gradually.  For me, convention is like vacations: a chance to go and visit interesting places for a 
couple of days and come back with new ideas and perspectives.
We strongly recommend this convention for nominating your team to have stronger exposure of this 
concept in your institution. 
I hope, we all take full advantage of this unique opportunity.

With best wishes,

Ravi Kumar Pisipaty 
Chairman- QCFI (Delhi Chapter)
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Message of Chairman QCFI - Delhi Chapter



    In the changing scenario, when the world is at the cusp of epochal changes, the 
challenge of educating and nurturing children is very crucial and demands a lot of 
reflection. The world of tomorrow entirely depends on how we take care of these 
aspects. Hence, it is imperative that education must promote the principles of 
integrety, positive self esteem, self respect, self discipline and respect for the 
diversity of others.
Education must aim at not only grooming trained professional workers but also 
contributing to the development of individuals who possess the skills to act and 
interact in a just society.Education will become Quality Education if it allows 
people to participate in their communities and society in a constructive and respectable way for 
themselves and others. It must strive to deliver outcomes such as personal and social growth and 
opportunities for learners to develop critical thinking and  lifeskills.
Quality education must focus on providing opportunities to the students to explore their interests and 
talents,  develop their scientific temperament and prepare them to become conscious,  well rounded, 
self reliant, innovative and productive life long learners equipped to compete and add value to the global 
society.
The Students' Quality Circles and various conventions  on quality held in India and abroad, serve as a 
wonderful platform to address the aforementioned objectives and provide ample opportunities to  
develop and harness their latent potentials.
I congratulate Mrs Rupa Chakravarty, who is a very illustrous, committed and  dedicated Principal for 
hosting the Sixth National Convention of Students' Quality Circle. This is certainly going to be a giant 
step towards sculpting better citizens by providing ample opportunities to students for developing  a 
participative culture. I am sure that under her dynamic leadership, it is going to be yet another milestone 
in the journey of quality. I wish her and her  wonderful team  a grand success.

Dr Vineeta Kamran
Principal &
Executive Director, WCQTEE
India.
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Message from Principal & Executive Director,  WCQTEE India 
Dr (Mrs) Vineeta Kamran 



Dear Friends,

Greetings from Suncity School!
 ‘The most important resource that we have is each other. Without collaboration, 
our growth is limited by our own perspectives,’ is an axiom the Sixth NCSQCC 
at Suncity School, Gurugram, India, is based on. This thought provoking 
sentiment runs parallel to the ethos and foundation of the National Convention 
for Students’ Quality Control Circles (NCSQCC) that provides a perfect 
platform for the like-minded education fraternity to improve quality in 
education. On behalf of the Management, faculty and students of Suncity School,
I would like to extend an invitation to your institute for the Sixth NCSQCC being hosted by Suncity 
School from 23rd to 24th November 2018.

This year's theme is ̀ *Quantum Quality'. This meaningful event will positively empower everyone 
by providing opportunities to learn from each other's perspectives and experiences that will come to 
the forefront with an array of specially designed events based on Multiple Intelligences. Our 
endeavour has been to intermingle quality with Multiple Intelligences.
Our school's significant journey with SOCC started in 2011. Ever since, we have worked tirelessly 
to grow laterally and vertically into quality global citizens.
Suncity School fraternity envisions to take this journey forward in unison with all of you.
Sadaiva Agrani !!

With Warm Wishes

Rupa Chakravarty
Head of School
Suncity School 
Gurugram, India
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Invitation

* Quantum: a sudden, great & important 
change, improvement and development.



The participating schools are requested to kindly ensure the following:

1

2

NCSQCC registration form must be filled with complete details as specified. The names of 
the participants must be entered in bold letters.

The duly filled registration form must reach the Convener latest by 12th October, 2018. No 
registration will be done over the phone.

Registration fee has to be paid by draft in favour of “Suncity School” (Payable at Gurugram 
Haryana - 122002)

3

The teams will be registered only after the payment has been received as mentioned above.4

It is not essential for a team to participate in all the events. However, if registered, the team
is obliged to participate in the event.

5
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Registration Details

 An MS Excel sheet to be e-mailed as an attachment with details of the school's name,
address, team leader's name and names of the participants. along with their phone
numbers to school ID, given in the portfolio.

6

The visiting teams, along with their team members, must be present at the venue as per the
competition's event schedule from 23rd to 24th November, 2018. 

7

No one will be allowed to leave the venue without informing the Convener.8

Food expenses will be borne by the host school.
              Meal timings: Breakfast  - 07:30 to 09:00 hrs 

Lunch       - 13:00 to 14:00 hrs
Dinner      - 21:00 to 22:00 hrs

9

Transport facility will be provided by the host school to the teams for all pick up and drop
service from airport/railway station, between event venues.  

10

INR 14830+18% GST (7 children + 1 Team Leader) and additional
INR 1500/head for schools outside Delhi
INR 8475+18% GST (7 children + 1 Team Leader) and additional
INR 500/head for schools around Delhi/NCR

11

Registration Fee 
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Case Study
Presentation

Verbosity-
Mingle

with jingle
Debate

Poster &
Slogan

Origami
Installation

Against All
Odds

Quality Quiz

Paper
Presentation



Each team must comprise of FIVE to SEVEN students.
The participants are requested to adhere to the time limit.
Each team is allotted 20 minutes for the following activities:
               Introduction by the moderator.
               Setting up of the stage.
               Presentation.
Concluding remarks by the moderator.
               Questions from the floor.
Each team is advised to plan their presentation within 15 minutes.
A warning bell will be rung after every 13 minutes but the one at the close of 15 minutes,
will indicate the end of the presentation.
Students of  can participate, 10 to 13 can participate in the junior,all age groups
14 to 18 can participate in the senior.
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STREAM A: Case Study Presentation
(MI*-Linguistic kinesthetic & Logical

THEME: "CREATING HUMAN VALUES THROUGH QUALITY CONCEPTS"

Criterias' for judgement are 
as follows:
1.Team coordination- 10
2.Presentation- 10
3.Tools used- 10

1.DEMING AWARD
2.ISHIKAWA AWARD
3.JURAN AWARD

PRIZES



Each team must comprise of FOUR speakers.
The time limit is 25 minutes: 20 minutes for preparation and 4-5 minutes for the presentation.

The participants have to select an object from the ones displayed and come up with a use
other than its normal usage, following which, they have to weave a story with a jingle to
promote it.

Basic props can be used during presentation.
Students from  can participate.Grade VIII to XII
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STREAM B: Verbosity — Mingle with
Jingle!! (MI*— Musical and Linguistic)

THEME: "CREATING HUMAN VALUES THROUGH QUALITY CONCEPTS"

Criteria for judgement are as follows:
1.Content
2.Clarity
3.Innovation and creativity -10
4. Overall presentation - 10

BEST TEAM
FIRST RUNNER UP

SECOND RUNNER UP

 Note: Musical instruments like piano, guitar, keyboard, dholak will be provided.

PRIZES



Each team will comprise of .TWO speakers
They will put forth their views for and against the motion.

Each speaker will get ten minutes to prepare the debate and two minutes to present. A 
warning bell will be rung at the end of 1 1/2 minutes. The final buzzer will signal the end
of the speech.

Marks will be deducted for exceeding the time limit.
Each speaker will face two interjectors at the end of the debate. The interjectors will be 
from different schools in the audience.

Students from  can participate.grades VIII to XII
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STREAM C: Debate Competition
(MI*- Linguistic and Interpersonal)

TOPIC: TECHNOLOGY MAKES US MORE SOLITARY THAN CONNECTED

*Note: Slots will be given according to the code number allocated on the computer.

Criteria for judgement are
as follows:
1.Content -10
2.Diction - 10
3.Delivery - 10
4.Rebuttal/Interjection - 10

1. BEST SPEAKER AWARD –
    FOR THE MOTION
2. BEST SPEAKER AWARD-
    AGAINST THE MOTION 
FIRST DEBATING TEAM 
SECOND DEBATING TEAM

PRIZES

PRIZES



Each team will comprise of TWO participants.

The team will make an attractive poster with a suitable slogan for the topic given at
the venue.

Time allocated for this activity is two hours.

The team will be provided a full imperial size (30x22 inches) mount board for the poster.  

Students from  can participate.grades VII to XII
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STREAM D: Poster & Slogan Competition
(MI*- Interpersonal, 
 Kinesthetic And Linguistic)

"Creating value for future through quality, collaboration and creativity .”

Criteria for judgement are
 as follows:
    1. Creativity - 10
    2. Neatness  - 10 
    3. Originality- 10
    4. Interpretation of the topic- 10 

BEST POSTER & SLOGAN
FIRST RUNNER UP 
SECOND RUNNER UP

*NOTE: After the display these posters shall be retained by the organizers.

PRIZES



Each team will comprise of TWO participants.

The participants will make an attractive three dimensional (3D) model depicting a scene.
The installation can be on jute, canvas, cloth, chart, wood etc. along with origami. 
The installation can be vertical or horizontal and of any shape.

Time allocated is two hours.

Participants are free to use any quality of paper for making the Origami model.
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STREAM E: Origami Installation
 (Aesthetic expressions in the Japanese art of paper folding)

(MI*- Kinesthetic, interpersonal and logical)

  PRISTINE EARTH!THEME:

Criteria for judgement are
 as follows:
 1. Origami    - 10
 2. Creativity - 10
 3. Neatness  - 10
 4. Interpretation of the topic-10

1. BEST INSTALLATION
2. MOST INNOVATIVE 
     INSTALLATION

*Note: The model shall be deemed as the property of the organization.

The following measurements have to be adhered to while making the model: 
Base: 2 feet by 2 feet; height: not exceeding 4 feet

Students from  can participategrades VI to VIII

PRIZES



Each team will comprise of TWO participants. 

Each participant will be assigned a station for the race. It will be an obstacle race which
will stimulate the body and the mind.

The race would include puzzles, estimation problems and more. 
The final answer must be clearly highlighted by the contestant.

The contestant will complete the obstacle course which will consist of crossing the
Commando net, Tarzan swing, Hurdles, Balance beam etc.
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STREAM F: Against All Odds 
(MI*- Logical & Kinesthetic)

  
 Criteria for judgement are
 as follows:
      1.  Time management - 10
      2. Logical thinking  -   10
      3. Kinesthetic ability  - 10
      4. Coordination of skills - 10

FIRST POSITION
SECOND POSITION
THIRD POSITION

The contestant must complete each task before moving on to the next.

Change of lanes during the race will lead to disqualification.

Marks will not be awarded for incomplete tasks.

Total duration of the contest is 10 minutes.

Students from  can participate.grades VI to X

PRIZES



Each team will comprise TWO participants

Each team will have a written preliminary round.

The best eight teams will be selected on the basis of the written round.

The final quiz will comprise of oral questions with audio and visual rounds.

Marks shall be awarded to the team for answering correctly. No marks will be deducted for
incorrect answers.

In all there shall be seven rounds, one each from the topics given below. 
This shall finally lead to the buzzer round.

Students from  can participate.grades IX to XII

TOPICS: Universe and Cosmos, Arts and Literature, Legends and Sports, Invention,
Technology and Science.
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STREAM G: Quality Quiz
(MI*- Logical &Interpersonal)

Note *MI — Multiple Intelligences by Howard Gardener from Harvard Graduate School of Education

Website: www.multipleintelligencesoasis.org

BEST TEAM 
FIRST RUNNER UP

PRIZES

http://wwwinultipleintelligencesoasis.org
http://wwwinultipleintelligencesoasis.org


Research papers: The convention requests for completed research papers in any of the topics listed herewith-
a. Education to sustain life
b. Inspiring learning communities
c. New pedagogic paradigm
d. Designing our tomorrow through the youth's education today.
e. Leadership is empowered by technology developed by life skills.
f.  Quantum leap for changing dynamics is the hallmark of a true leader.
Abstracts: Abstracts of completed or proposed research are invited in the topics listed above.
1. Papers shall be accepted from Quality Practitioners, Principals, Experts and Educationists.
2. The abstract should include:
a. Research objectives
b. Research initiative
c. Research outcome
3. The abstract should be 300-350 words. It should reach the convener by Wednesday, 10th of September, 2018, along with a 
soft copy of the same.
4. Maximum six pages inclusive of figures, tables, pictures etc. should be forwarded to the mail Ids given below. 
5. Alphabet font size will be 14, Times New Roman. Title of the paper and headlines will be bold, font size 14. 
Please use A4 size paper (for hard copy). Headlines and sub-headlines should be chronologically numbered.
6.  Name of the author should appear below the title in the right hand corner, font size 14.
7.  Footnote of the first page must include the identity of the author with designation, name of  institution, address of 
organization/ institution, mobile number.
8. Each presenter will get maximum 15 minutes for presentation and 3 minutes for question and answer.
9. A committee will review the papers for the selection of the final presentations using a set of criteria which includes 
relevance to the theme of the conference. Other important criteria include utilizing a variety of presentation modes to engage 
with the audience. 
10. As part of the review, the committee will also consider the relevance of the proposal to one of conference strands listed 
above.
11. The proforma attached herewith has to be filled and mailed along with the abstract to rajesh@suncityschool.in and 
sharmila@suncityschool.in. Please contact Ms. Sharmila Gupta, for any query between 1700 hrs. to 2000 hrs.on 9910100160
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STREAM H: PAPER PRESENTATION
(MI*- Logical Verbal)

TOPICS FOR PAPER PRESENATION

mailto:rajesh@suncityschool.in
mailto:sharmila@suncityschool.in
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COMPETITION & VENUE

Friday, 23 November - 2018 Saturday, 24 November - 2018

Inaugural Programme

Case Study Competition -
Auditorium

Poster & Slogan 
Competition - Pore 2

Verbosity- Mingle with a 
Jingle - Courtyard

Origami Installation - Pore 2

Debate Competition-Library

Against All Odds-Field

Quiz-Auditorium

Paper Presentation-
Conference Room

Grand Finale & Award
Ceremony-Auditorium

Cultural Evening-Auditorium
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Email: info@suncityschool.in, sharmila@suncityschool.in
Phone No: +91 - 1244845300, +91- 1244845302, +91- 9910100160
Website: http://www.suncityschool.in
Location: SUNCITY TOWNSHIP, SEC-54,
Gurugram , Haryana - 122002
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